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AGENCY -WOTMTS ON INDIA1N PONT-2- ACCIDENTS 

A. EPA Comments 

EPA made only general comments on the Plant Accident Section 
which do not require a response.  

B. Interior Comments 

1. Interior states on page 6 that "the environmental effects of 
accidental releases to water is lacking. Some of the accidents 
described in Table VI-l could result in releases to the Hudson.  
River and the effects could last for centuries. As we have 
stated in comments on previous environmental statements, we do 
not think that an analysis of only airborne emissions constitutes 
a complete evaluation of the possible impacts resulting from a 
major accident." we suggest that the following response be in
serted in Section XII of the final detailed statement: 

The doses calculated as consequences of the postulated 
accidents are based on airborne transport of radioactive 
materials resulting in both a direct and an inhalation 
dose. Our evaluation of the accident doses assumes that 
the applicant's environmental monitoring program and 
appropriate additional monitoring (which could be initiated 
subsequent to an incident detected by in-plant monitoring) 
would detect the presence of radioactivity -in the environ
ment in a timely manner such that remedial action could 
be taken if necessary to limit exposure from other potential 
pathways to man. The small quantities of dispersed radio
active material which might enter the food chain would not 
be significant in terms of endangering aquatic life.  

The above paragraph has been concurred in by the Radiological 
Assessment Branch with respect to impact on aquatic life. A 
table is included which indicates the curies of iodine released 
for each accident class. Because this is an atmospheric release 
anid because "average" meteorology should be assumed in determining 
dispersal of the materials, any entry of iodine into the food 
chain should be in dilute form.  

An accident which was not addressed.in the Annex to Appendix D, 
the discharge of effluents through a series of operator errors 
and equipment malfunctions, could result in several curies of 
long lived activity being discharged assuming that the entire 
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contents of a storage tank were released. Even in this extreme 
event, which would require multiple operator errors over a long 
period of time coupled with the failure of automatic detection 
and shutoff equipment, the release of activity would be less than 
that proposed by the applicant for discharge on. a yearly basis.  
We believe that the above paragraph adequately covers this point..  

2, Interior states on page 6 that Class 9 accidents should be, 
described and the environmental impact discussed. Because the 
current AEC position is as stated in the accident aspessment.  
writdup (that in view of the low probability of the accident 
the environmental risk is extremely small) no sp'ecific response 
to this Interior comment is required in the final Detailed Statement$ 

C. commerce 

The Department of Commerce requested a rationale for the 
meteorological assumptions used in the Ac6cident Analysis. We 
suggest the following paragraph be included in Section XII.  

A comment was made that the rationale for the meteoro
logical assumptions used in the plant Accident Section 
should be given.' The meteorological conditions assumed 
in the'analysis approximate the dispersion conrditions 
which would prevail at least 50% of, the time.  
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AGENCY GO1~ThENTS ON INDIAN POINT-2 ACCIDENTS

A. EPA Comments 

EPA made only general comments on the Plant Accident Section 

which do not require a response.  

B. Interior Comments 

1. Interior states on page 6 that "the environmental effects of 
accidental releases to water is lacking. Some of the accidents 
described in Table VI-l could result in releases to the Hudson 
River and the effects could last for centuries. As we have 
stated in comments on previous environmental statements, we do 
not think that an analysis of only airborne emissions constitutes 
a complete evaluation of the possible impacts resulting from a 
major accident." We suggest that the following response be in
serted in Section XII of the final detailed statement: 

The doses calculated as consequences of the postulated 
accidents are based on airborne transport of radioactive 
materials resulting in both a direct and an inhalation 
dose. Our evaluation of the accident doses ass-nes that 
the applicant's environmental monitoring program and 
appropriate additional monitoring (which could be initiated 
subsequent-to an incident detected by in-plant monitoring) 
would detect the presence of radioactivity in the environ
ment in a timely manner such that remedial action could 
be taken if-,necessary to limit exposure from other potential 
pathways to man. -The small quantities of dispersed radio
active material which might enter the food chain would not 
be significant in terms of endangering aquatic life.  

The above paragraph has been concurred in by the Radiological 
Assessment Branch with respect to impact on aquatic life. A 
table is included which indicates the curies of iodine released 
for each accident class. Because this is an atmospheric release 
and because "average" meteorology should be assumed in determining 
dispersal of the materials, any entry of iodine into the food 
chain should be in dilute form.  

An accident which was , not addressed in the Annex to Appendix D, 
the discharge of effluents thro ugh a series of operator errors 
and equipment malfunctions, could result in several curies of 
long lived activity being discharged assuming that the entire
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contents of a storage tank were released. Even in this extreme 
event, which would require multiple operator errors over a long.  
period of time coupled with the failure of automatic detection 
and shutoff equipment, the release of activity would be less than 
that proposed by the applicant for discharge on a yearly basis.  
We believe that the above paragraph adequately covers this point.  

2. Interior states on page 6 that Class 9 accidents should be 
described and the environmental impact discussed. Because the 
current AEC position is as stated in the accident assessment 
wr-iteup (that -in view of the low probability of the accident 
the environmental risk is extremely small) no specific response 
to this Interior comment is required in the final Detailed Statement.  

C. Commerce 

The Department of Commerce requested a rationale for the 
meteorological assumptions used in the Accident Analysis. We 
suggest the following paragraph be included in Section XII.  

A comment was made that the rationale for the meteoro
logical assumptions used in the'plant Accident Section 
should be, given. The.,meteorological .conditions, .assumed 
in the analysis approximate the dispersion conditions 
which would prevail at least 50% of the time.
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